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ABSTRACT

1.

YouTube is arguably the most popular online videos sharing site nowadays. To further augment its service with
better revenue, it has started working with content owners (known as YouTube partners) whose copyrighted videos
and channels have pulled massive audience. By uploading
high-quality premium videos, the partners have essentially changed the user-generated content feature of YouTube
and further increased YouTube’s popularity. Understanding
the latest YouTube access pattern is thus crucial to both
YouTube and its partners, as well as to other providers of
relevant services. In this paper, we for the ﬁrst time analyze a large-scale YouTube dataset from a partner’s view.
We make eﬀective use of Insight, a new analytics service of
YouTube that oﬀers inside statistics for partners about their
content accesses and audience behaviours. From the raw Insight data that are conﬁned to simple scalars and charts, we
reveal the inherent relationship among the various metrics
that aﬀect the popularity of the videos. Our ﬁndings facilitate YouTube partners to adapt their content deployment
and user engagement strategies, having great potentials for
them to collaborate with YouTube to generate more views
and subsequently increasing their revenues.

Nowadays, watching online video has become one of the
most important activities in people’s everyday life. A survey revealed that Americans spend 3.5 hours per week [1].
The signiﬁcant viewership and traﬃc have brought great
revenues to such video sharing websites as YouTube, by
displaying advertisements to monetize videos, and this has
been the main source of YouTube’s revenue. Thousands
of channels are making six ﬁgures a year [2]. As a typical user-generated content service, YouTube had substantially changed the traditional online video services. Besides,
such companies and organizations as Electronic Arts, ESPN,
and Warner Brothers are also providing their premium video
contents on YouTube now.
To accommodate these content owners with copyrighted
videos and popular channels, YouTube has introduced a
YouTube Partner Program [3], which has largely improved
the quality of YouTube videos, and has further increased the
YouTube’s revenue. YouTube now has more than a million
partners and pays out millions of dollars a year for them
[2]. Over the past few years, more and more small businesses and individuals have also partnered with YouTube to
beneﬁt from the monetization of their videos.
In the literature, video sharing services, especially YouTube,
have been studied extensively [4, 5, 6, 7]. A number of distinguished features of YouTube from the traditional VoD
system have been identiﬁed. For example, video lengths are
short, user access pattern has the unique characteristic, and
social networks exist in YouTube. There are also some works
speciﬁcally studied the impact of related videos and referrers on video views [8, 9]. To the best of our knowledge, the
Insight data were not available in the existing research studies, since they are private to YouTube partners. Therefore,
revealing more unique features of YouTube to extend the
existing studies has the great contribution to researchers.
In this paper, we conduct a measurement study on analyzing two large-scale Insight datasets of YouTube partners
and reveal a number of the unique features. Speciﬁcally,
we investigate the characterized viewing surges, visiting behaviour, as well as analyze the impact of user subscription
on video views. We also reveal the breakdown of referral
sources, and speciﬁcally investigate the impact of video suggestion and external website sources on the video views.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We
present the dataset description in Section 2. Section 3 and
Section 4 analyze the characteristics of two Insight datasets,
respectively. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section 5.
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INTRODUCTION

Table 1: Summary of Insight Data
Channel B
movie trailers
> 36
1, 975
986, 581
65, 450
178, 365

The Insight Analytics dashboard shows some simple scalars and charts. To further investigate, we implemented
an authenticated crawler to collect the raw Insight data using the YouTube API1 . In this work, we investigated two of
the raw Insight datasets. A brief explanation is as follows:
• in views datasets, each trace records the number of
views and other statistics such as unique visitors, likes,
comments, and subscriptions, for a video in a speciﬁc
region, on a speciﬁc day;
• in referrers datasets, each trace shows how users have
reached a video in a speciﬁc region, on a speciﬁc day. It
provides the number of views from a particular source,
including the related video list, search results, external
websites, etc.
We crawled ﬁve popular channels with premium contents
from the BroadbandTV’s network2 of over twelve thousand
content partners. BroadbandTV Corp. is one of the top
multi-channel networks (MCNs) on YouTube, who has more
than millions of videos in its networks and attracted billions
of monthly views. Due to the conﬁdential agreement, we
replace the name of ﬁve channels by Channel A to Channel
E, which can represent the popular YouTube entertainment
channels. Channel A and Channel B are among the most
popular channels on YouTube, attracting over hundreds of
millions of annual views. Channel C, Channel D, and Channel
E are relatively new, and therefore are less popular than the
ﬁrst two; however, they still attract millions of annual views.
These ﬁve channels can represent the popular YouTube entertainment channels, and Table 1 summarizes the traces
corresponding to these channels.
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Figure 1: Two examples of detecting viewing surges
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Figure 2: Breakdown of the number of surges
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3. ANALYSIS OF YOUTUBE INSIGHT’S
VIEWS DATA

0.6
CDF

There are a number of research works trying to model the
growth pattern of the video views [10], many unpredictable
factors exist. For example, a YouTube partner can conduct
SEO (search engine optimization) on his/her videos by optimizing tags and thumbnails; also, if a power user on social
media embeds or shares a video, the video might immediately gain a great amount of views. These actions can cause a
viewing surge, and are hard to be captured by a generalized
model.
Nevertheless, for YouTube partners, a viewing surge is
crucial, as they can gain the knowledge about what causes a
surge and thus try to create more viewing surges to increase
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Figure 3: CDF of the location of surges
their revenues. We therefore provide a mechanism to identify the viewing surges and further characterize it. Simply
put, we calculate the average of the previous views to deter-

1

mine the surge. In particular, if the number of views doubles
from the previous 7 days and is greater than a threshold δ,
we deﬁne this as a surge. Two examples of the viewing surge
detection results are also shown in Figure 1.
In the algorithm, we have a threshold parameter, which
determines the least number of views that can be considered as a surge. For example, even if the number of views
is 20 and the previous average is 5, we do not consider it as
a surge, because this small number is not statistical signiﬁcant. In general, the granularity of monetizing video is one
thousand views, and thus we set δ as one tenth of that, i.e.,
100, for Channel C, Channel D, and Channel E; since Channel
A and Channel B are extremely popular, we set δ as 1000.
We apply the algorithm to each video, and ﬁrst look at the
distribution of the number of surges, as shown in Figure 2.
Except for Channel B, no surge is detected for over half of
the videos for other channels, probably because the number
of views does not reach the threshold. For Channel B, over
60% of videos have at least one surge, further indicating the
popularity of the channel. Moreover, about 15% of videos
in Channel B have two surges. This can be explained as
follows. The ﬁrst surge probably occurs soon after the video
is uploaded. As videos in this channel are movie trailers, the
second surge probably is associated with the time that the
movie is oﬃcially released.
We further examine when the surges occur, as shown in
Figure 3. We observe that over 40% of surges occur on the
ﬁrst day for all the channels. For Channel A, Channel B,
Channel C, and Channel E, almost all surges occur within
the ﬁrst week. For Channel D, the surges occur later than
the other channels. In summary, the viewing surges mostly
occur soon after the video is uploaded.
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Figure 4: CDF of average ratio of views and visits
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Figure 5: CDF of channels’ average revisit ratio
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We should note that studying the number of views cannot
give us knowledge about the visitors (for example, how many
times a video will be watched by the same user). Traﬃc logs
can infer such statistics, but the existing studies are conﬁned
by time and region [6]. Fortunately, the views dataset provides these statistics.
The ratio of the number of views and unique visitors implies on average how many times a video is watched by one
viewer. We calculated the all-time average ratio for each
video and plotted the CDF in Figure 4. The average ratios
are 1.18, 1.24, 1.47, 1.24, and 1.46, respectively. Channel B
and Channel D are similarly attractive, and both are more
attractive than Channel A. On the other hand, Channel C and
Channel E are more attractive than the other three due to
the video genre. Note that, videos in Channel A, Channel B,
and Channel D are trailers of games, movies, and TV shows.
Users who watch trailers intend to get information about
the game, movie, and TV show, and thus they are likely to
watch only once when they obtain such information; while
videos in Channel C and Channel E are game playing videos
and music videos, which are mostly not informative, and if
the video content is attractive, users are tend to watch more
than once. Therefore, besides the number of videos and
number of viewers, the attractiveness of content is crucial
for non-informative video channels, such as Channel C.
We further examine having multiple views within the last
7 days and 30 days, shown in Figure 5. We can see that there
are many more revisits for Channel C and Channel E than
the other three trailer channels, which is consistent with the
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Figure 6: Correlation coeﬃcient between subscribers and
daily views

average ratio of views and visits (Figure 4). Why do users
revisit a channel? A user may be interested in a particular
video that he/she has watched before, and thus can search or
browse from the watch history to ﬁnd that video. A better
and easier way is to subscribe to the channel. Next, we will
investigate the impact of subscriptions.

3.3

Subscription

Users can subscribe to a YouTube channel, so that when
they log on to the YouTube, some videos from the subscriptions are listed on the frontpage. Subscribers can be considered as the loyal audience of the channel, and thus are crucial
to the success of YouTube partners. It is known that users
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Figure 8: Breakdown of the referral source
are likely to watch other videos following the current one
[11]. There exists a section on YouTube called “more from
subscriptions”. Therefore, while playing the video from the
subscription list, other videos from the same channel have
chance to be watched. This suggests that YouTube partners
should upload more videos of similar interest, so that it will
attract users to browse more videos of the channel.
As of Q2, 2012, these ﬁve channels have 206 K, 750 K, 23
K, 7 K, and 12 K subscribers, respectively. We calculate
the CC (correlation coeﬃcient3 ) between the number of total
views and the number of subscribers, and the result is as high
as 0.998, which clearly indicates that the popularity of the
channels is highly correlated with the number of subscribers.
We further examine the impact of subscribers for each
channel over the time. Speciﬁcally, we calculate the CCs
between the number of net subscribers (the number of subscriptions minus the number of unsubscriptions) on each day
and the average daily views on and after that day, and the
results are shown in Figure 6. Channel B, Channel C, and
Channel E display a very high positive correlation, indicating that the subscribers of these three channels have great
impact on the video views. Interestingly, Channel A and
Channel D display very high negative correlation.
To better understand this negative correlation, we plot the
number of daily views and subscribers over time for these ﬁve
channels in Figure 7. From the ﬁgure we can see that, the
number of subscribers of all these ﬁve channels are increasing. The daily views of Channel B, Channel C, and Channel E
are increasing, while Channel A and Channel D are decreasing at some point. This explains why the values of CC for
Channel A and Channel D are negative. Regarding Channel
D, an event (cannot be disclosed due to conﬁdentiality) led
to a great decrease of the views. This also conﬁrms that a
generalized model trying to capture the growth pattern of
video views is diﬃcult to be accurate, as there are various
unexpected events aﬀecting the video views.
3
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random variables, X̄ and sX are the mean and standard
deviation of X, respectively. The correlation coeﬃcient is
between −1 and 1, whereas 1 indicates the perfect positive
linear relationship and −1 indicates the perfect negative
linear relationship. A value close to 0 indicates the decrease
of relationship.

4.

ANALYSIS OF YOUTUBE INSIGHT’S RE-

FERRERS DATA
YouTube users have various means to reach YouTube videos.
The last webpage where the viewers came to land on a
YouTube watch page is called referral sources. Understanding referrals is essential for YouTube partners to adapt their
user engagement strategy. The referrers dataset provides this
valuable information. We can classify the referral sources into ﬁve categories:
• SUGGESTION. The referral came from YouTube’s related video links;
• VIDEO SEARCH. The referral came from YouTube or
Google search results;
• YOUTUBE SURFING. The referral came from any YouTube
pages except related video links and search results, including annotation links, YouTube channel pages, subscriber links, paid and unpaid YouTube promotion,
and other pages on YouTube;
• SOCIAL REFERRAL. The referral source was a link on
an external web page, or the video was embedded on
an external web page;
• NON-SOCIAL DIRECT. YouTube Analytics did not identify a referral source, indicating that the viewer
navigated directly to the video, e.g., by copying and
pasting the URL.

4.1

Referral Sources

Figure 8 shows the breakdown of the above ﬁve categories
for each channel. It is clear that the breakdown percentages
are channel-dependent. For example, one-third of the users
reach Channel A videos from suggested videos, and one-third
reach from search results; Channel B and Channel D are similar to Channel A; very few users reach Channel C videos from
external sources; half of the users reach Channel E videos
from search results.
This observation conﬁrms and extends the ﬁndings in the
previous works [8, 9] that the search results and related
videos are the top sources of views. In addition, the large
portion of referrals from SUGGESTION and YOUTUBE SURFING conﬁrms our hypothesis of subscribers will watch more
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videos as discussed in Section 3. This breakdown provides
YouTube partners helpful knowledge about the traﬃc source
and audience behaviour.
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• With respect to YOUTUBE SURFING, user watching
behaviours mainly depends on YouTube services, such
as playlists and trending videos. Moreover, related
videos (SUGGESTION) are also aﬀected by the ranking
algorithm of YouTube. Therefore, YouTube partners
are suggested to abide by the guidelines speciﬁed in
YouTube’s Creator Playbook4 .
• From SOCIAL REFERRAL, YouTube partners can gain
knowledge about external websites that brought more
views. Thus, partners can further establish relationships with those websites, or create a new relationship
with the websites that do not bring in signiﬁcant external traﬃc.
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As SUGGESTION is one of the most important referrals,
we examine how related videos contribute to video views.
In the referrers dataset, the video IDs of the referral related
videos are recorded. Therefore, we calculate the percentage
of referral related videos that are from the same channel,
that is, the referral related videos belong to YouTube partners themselves. It is known that a YouTube partner can
have multiple channels and can organize them as a network.
Therefore, we further calculate the percentage of referral related videos that are not from the same channel but from
the same content network, that is, from the other channels
in our data.
Figure 9 shows the results. We can see that over half
of the referral related videos are from the same channel,
indicating the importance of the related videos for YouTube
partners. We also ﬁnd that the percentage for Channel C
is much higher than the other channels, reaching over 85%,
suggesting that related video source is more important for
this channel. There is also a small percentage of referral
related videos from diﬀerent channels that are within the
same content network, conﬁrming that other channels in the
same content network can contribute to video views.
We further calculate the ratio between the referral related videos that are from the same content network and the
total views, (the line shown in Figure 9). The ratios are between 0.1 and 0.2, implying the varying importance of video
suggestion for diﬀerent channels. For example, the ratio for
Channel E is relatively low, because the most important view
source is the search result (see Figure 8). Nevertheless, video
4
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• No further information is currently available for NONSOCIAL DIRECT, and thus we cannot investigate this
category further.

4.2 YouTube Suggestion
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Figure 9: Percentage of referral related videos from the same
channel/network

• From VIDEO SEARCH, correlation between search keywords and video popularity is worth studying. YouTube
partners can improve the search rank of their videos
by tagging those videos with popular yet relevant keywords. This interesting topic is out of the scope of this
paper, and we will investigate it in the future studies.

In the following, we speciﬁcally investigate the impact of
SUGGESTION and SOCIAL REFERRAL on video views.
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Figure 10: Average percentage of views from SOCIAL REFERRAL in the ﬁrst 30 days
suggestion is an important view source, and thus YouTube
partners are encouraged to upload more relevant videos.

4.3

External Website Referral

Although SOCIAL REFERRAL is not the top source for
views, it does not indicate that external website referral can
be ignored. Similar to the impact of subscriptions, there is
a great chance that users will watch more videos from the
related video list after ﬁnishing watching one.
Table 2 lists the top-ﬁve external website sources for each
channel. We do not disclose the speciﬁc names of those websites except notable social networking service such as Facebook, Twitter, and Reddit, or general descriptions. From
the table, we observe the channel-dependency characteristic
again. No external website dominates the external referrals
for Channel A, and the small percentage indicates that there
are many sources. In Channel E, over 60% of the referrals are from Facebook, over 20 times more. Facebook also
dominates for Channel B, yet the percentage is not as high
as Channel E. Facebook is the second for both Channel C
and Channel D, while the ﬁrst ones have a high percentage.
In summary, this result gives YouTube partners a clearer
strategy for promoting their videos, e.g., by establishing a
relationship with those websites.
To understand the impact of external website referrals
during the lifetime of a video, we speciﬁcally looked at the
percentage of views from SOCIAL REFERRAL on each day
for the ﬁrst 30 days after the video was uploaded, and calculate the average. The results for each channel are shown

Table 2: Summary of Top External Websites Referrers
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th

Channel A
9.0% downloading site
4.4% Facebook
2.6% forum
1.7% gaming site
1.5% gaming site

Channel B
16.2% Facebook
2.2% not available
1.5% downloading site
1.2% not available
0.9% downloading site

Channel C
31.9% gaming wiki
7.6% Facebook
5.3% gaming blog
5.1% gaming site
3.7% Internet video site

in Figure 10. Note that, as only 2% of views came from
external sources for Channel C (refer to Figure 8), we do not
include this channel.
All four channels have notable increasing trend in the ﬁrst
few days, and then their views start decreasing or remain
constant. Channel A, Channel B, and Channel D reach their
peak at the fourth, ﬁfth, and second day, while Channel E
reaches the peak later, at the eighth day. To explain that,
the ﬁrst three channels contain trailer videos of various genres, so it is very likely that users are expecting such new
games, movies, and TV shows, and thus the videos extensively spread in the external websites; while Channel E contains music videos from independent artists, and thus videos
need more time to be noticed.
The peak values of Channel A and Channel E are greater
than that of Channel B and Channel D, and are much higher
than the overall percentage (note that in Figure 8, the percentage of SOCIAL REFERRAL views are 11%, 11%, 15%,
and 10%, respectively), implying that external sources are
important to these two channel in the early stage. Moreover,
the percentage of Channel B is almost constant and is similar to the overall percentage (11%) after reaching the peak,
indicating that although not driving as much percentage of
traﬃc as Channel A and Channel E do, external sources remain impacting the video views for a long time. On the other
hand, the percentage of Channel D is much lower than the
overall percentage (15%), mainly because some very popular
videos have more SOCIAL REFERRAL views, as the deviation of the result is quite large (between 10% and 15%).

5. CONCLUSION
YouTube partners have changed YouTube content distribution landscape by uploading and monetizing premium
videos. YouTube provides Insight Analytics to these partners. In this paper, using up to three years of Insight data
of ﬁve YouTube partners’ channels, we have revealed a number of unique features of YouTube partners. First, the viewing surges mostly occur soon after the video is uploaded.
This characteristic suggests YouTube partners to utilize this
crucial duration to promote their videos, for example, by
sharing on social media websites. Second, attractiveness is
more important for non-informative videos than informative
videos, therefore, subscription is extremely crucial for those
channels that mostly contain non-informative videos.
We have also studied the breakdown of referral sources,
and speciﬁcally investigated the impact of video suggestion
and external website referrals on video views. We have
found that video suggestion is an important view source,
and have suggested YouTube partners to upload more relevant videos. Moreover, we have found that the percentage of
SOCIAL REFERRAL is much higher in the ﬁrst week. This
characteristic implies that external sources are important in
videos’ early stage, and YouTube partners are encouraged to
promote their videos in order to create viewing surges soon

Channel D
41.2% Reddit
9.9% Facebook
4.7% Twitter
2.0% blog
1.7% entertainment site

Channel E
62.4% Facebook
2.4% music streaming
2.0% music blog
2.0% Twitter
1.6% music blog

after uploading. This study is of great value to YouTube
partners for attracting more views and subsequently generating more revenue.
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